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founded in 1936, is an antiwar/social justice organization. It
is community-based, autonomous and funded by the contributions of its supporters.
SPC educates, agitates and organizes for a world where
war, violence and exploitation in any form will no longer exist.
It challenges the existing unjust power relationships among
nations, among people and between ourselves and the environment. As members, we work to replace inequality, hierarchy,
domination and powerlessness with mutual respect, personal
empowerment, cooperation and a sense of community.
Present social injustices cannot be understood in isolation
from each other nor can they be overcome without recognizing
their economic and militaristic roots. SPC stresses a strategy
that makes these connections clear. We initiate and support
activities that help build this sense of community and help
tear down the walls of oppression. A fundamental basis for
peace and justice is an economic system that places human
need above monetary profit. We establish relationships among
people based on cooperation rather than competition or the
threat of destruction.
Our political values and personal lives shape and reflect
each other. In both we are committed to nonviolent means of
conflict resolution and to a process of decision-making that
responds to the needs of us all.

Educate, Agitate, Organize: SPC IN ACTION
compiled by Carol Baum

Let the 75th
Celebrations Begin

SPC hopes you’ll join us for the kick off
of our 75th Anniversary Celebration with
Harry Belafonte on Monday, January 31
at 7 pm at Syracuse Stage. Tickets, which
will go fast, cost from $15 (low income)
to $1,000 (peace champion).
Work is underway to transform what
had been planned as a primarily internal
celebration of our 75th anniversary into a
Community Celebration. We’re working
with SU to bring a major speaker next fall
and are beginning discussions with other
educational and cultural organizations about
dedicating an event during the coming
year to celebrate SPC’s anniversary. More
details soon. Contact Andy.

SPC’s New Staff

SPC’s hiring committee received over 20
applications for our staff organizer position…and we’re excited to announce that
Ursula Rozum was hired in December.
An SPC activist for the past two years,
Ursula is already known to many in the
SPC community for her work with Bikes
4 Peace, the Caribbean Latin America
Coalition and other local organizations.
Ursula will work to improve SPC’s people
power resources. Welcome Ursula! Read
more about her on p. 13.

It’s a New Year,
Let’s Work for Change

War. Inequality. Violence. It’s all connected.
Start 2011 with a resolution to speak out
against injustice and to take action for a
more peaceful world. The Peace Council
invites you to a New Year’s Open House
at our office at 2013 E. Genesee St.,
Wednesday, January 19 from 6-7:30
pm (parking available in the back). Learn
about the Peace Council’s work, how we
fit into Syracuse’s progressive tradition,

SPC rang in the New Year with a renewed call for peace—at home and globally. The unseasonally
warm weather brought out a nice crowd to Clinton Square for our annual New Year’s Eve Vigil.
Photo: Mike Greenlar

and how you can join our work for social
change. If you’ve been reading the Peace
Newsletter and wanting to get involved,
this Open House is for you! Refreshments.
RSVP to Ursula.

SPC’s 40th Plowshares

Over 120 craftpersons and artists sew and
saw, paint and carve, and otherwise prepare
their perfect things to sell to thousands of
shoppers. The Plowshares committee plans
over several months, hones the application,
juries the crafts and works with SPC staff
on so many details: publicity, street signs,
program, the press. Hundreds of volunteer
hands carry boxes and put up signs and do
the many, many, many tasks necessary to
transform Nottingham High School into a
beautiful community of honest commerce
and activism.
The performers make us smile and weep.
The Mission makes delicious food for us

2013 East Genesee St., Syracuse, NY 13210 • (315) 472-5478 • spc@peacecouncil.net
www.peacecouncil.net • OFFICE HOURS: Monday-Friday, 10 am – 5 pm
STAFF EMAIL ADDRESSES

Carol Baum: carol@peacecouncil.net • Andy Mager: andy@peacecouncil.net
Jessica Maxwell: jessica@peacecouncil.net • Ursula Rozum: ursula@peacecouncil.net

all. And the attendees, shoppers, networkers
make it all happen as they come smiling
through the door. Surely December 4 and 5
proved a great success as SPC’s 40th edition
of Plowshares graced our community. As
usual, it was over in a flash, and Sunday
evening we worked to restore the set for
school the next day. Plowshares is SPC’s
largest fundraiser each year and we are so
glad for the growth in this event.
Thanks and gratitude are extended to
the movers and shakers, decorators, cleaners
and all the others who make Plowshares
an event that brightens everyone’s spirits.
See you next year December 3 and 4, 2011.
We’ll be there!

The Radical Reading
Group is back

It’s cold out there, so why not curl up together
around a good book and conversation? In
January we’ll be reading Barack Obama
and 21st Century Politics: A Revolutionary
Moment in US History by local activist and
academic Horace Campbell. The book is
available at the Peace Council office for

continued on next page
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SPC in Action / from previous page
$15. On Feb 1 at 7 pm we’ll meet at 300
Berkeley Dr. The author will join us for a
discussion about building the movement
for peace and justice in our community.
(See Horace’s article on p. 5).

Public Power

We expect the Public Service Commission
to make a decision on National Grid’s rate
hike request at their January 20 meeting.
The Public Power Coalition will hold a
demonstration in response to the decision—
either to celebrate a victory for grassroots
activism if the hike is denied, or to express
our outrage. Either way, we encourage
you to come show your support for
a municipal utility in Syracuse, so
we don’t have to constantly defend
our electric rates from corporate
greed. We plan to gather downtown
on the day of the decision—details
TBA. Look for CNY Public Power
on Facebook to stay in touch.

been two regional meetings in Syracuse.
More are planned. Contact Carol.

SPC Retreat: February 5-6

Mark your calendars for the 2011 weekend
overnight retreat on February 5-6 at Deer
Hill Bed and Breakfast in Cazenovia. SPC
activists are welcome to attend part or all
of the day on Saturday (starting at 10 am),
and stay the night and enjoy breakfast
with the Steering Committee on Sunday
morning. On Sunday, the Steering Committee will meet for the day and others are
welcome to stay and observe or to enjoy
outdoor winter activities. An agenda will
be available later in the month. Contact
Carol for questions and to RSVP.

youth 12 and under. Teams must be 4-6
people. The alley is completely accessible
and bumpers are available. Fee includes
two games plus shoe rental. High spirits
and outrageous outfits desired!

No Olive Branches in Sight

CNY Working for a Just Peace in Palestine
and Israel sponsored a lively discussion with
Palestinian Israeli Bashir Bashir on alternatives to partition on a snowy December 7
eve. We’re working to bring Rabbi Brian
Walt to Syracuse in the spring, and will
continue educating Central New Yorkers
about Palestine and Israel in order to move
US policy toward support of a just peace.
Contact Andy.

Activist Appreciation
– Brent Bleier

It is hard to imagine a time Brent
Bleier has not been connected to
SPC. We randomly chose a PNL—
from 1981—and sure enough
there he was, on the Steering
Committee. Brent’s relationship
to SPC has been similar to that
Peaceful Schools
of a foundation to the rest of the
SPC continues to talk to dozens of
house—it holds it up, which allows
students every month through our
the rooms to be full of activity.
high school outreach. This spring
For the last two years, this has
we plan to table every other month
literally been the case as Brent is
(instead of monthly) in the city schools
the Syracuse Center for Peace and
so we can reach out to nearby rural
Social Justice building manager.
schools as well. We’re also involved
He keeps the walks shoveled,
with anti-bullying work at the city
the heat working and helps all
schools and gearing up for our secthe resident organizations with
ond annual Art for Peace contest.
their needs.
Our next organizing meeting will
In addition to his organibe Monday, January 24 at 7 pm
zational
support roles, Brent’s
at SPC. Please join us in supporting
Brent Bleier at a June, 2010 demonstration to protest the Israeli
primary
political
activism focuses
youth activism and peace work in our
attack on the Gaza Freedom Flotilla. Photo: Andy Mager
on
Palestine-Israel.
Brent, a Jewish
schools. Contact Andy or Jessica.
peace activist, has been both an
important part of CNY Working for a Just
Strike for Peace:
Peace in Palestine and Israel and the most
th
Winter Peace Outreach and
February 27
persistent voice “noodging” the organized
Anti-Drones Activism
Get ready—the Peace Council’s annual Jewish community to address this issue.
Warm up with some hot winter activism! Strike for Peace Bowlathon is coming up.
Brent is a sweet, gentle man who is
Join the Peace Outreachers the first Tuesday It is always loads of fun for all ages. Last in it for the long haul. Thank you, Brent.
of each month to protest the reaper drones year we had over 200 people bowl. This
at Hancock Air Base—that’s 4:15-5 pm year we’re once again at Flamingo Lanes
outside the main entrance on E. Molloy in Liverpool for two sessions, 12:30-2:30
Like Good Neighbors…
Rd., Mattydale. We’ll supply the signs, pm and 3-5 pm on Sunday, February 27. The closing celebration of NOON’s year-long
you supply the spirit. Contact Ann Tiffany There will be prizes for costumes, team Onondaga Land Rights and Our Common
or Ed Kinane (478-4571).
name, team spirit and more, as well as Future series was postponed due to snow.
The Anti-wars Committee continues free Strike for Peace T-shirts for anyone
to educate the community about the drones who raises $50 or more through pledges.
at Hancock Air Base. Regional anti-drone
Contact Carol to reserve a lane for
continued on page 15
activism is building, and recently there have your team. Entry fee is $15/adult, $10/
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Challenges of the Peace Movement Today
Horace Campbell
Editor’s note: This is a digest of a longer
article by Professor Campbell. Visit www.
peacecouncil.net/pnl for the full version.
Professor Campbell’s book, Barack Obama
and 21st Century Politics: A Revolutionary
Moment in the USA will be the subject of
our study group which will begin February 1 (see p. 3).

Peace Movement as the Global
Super Power

When the peace movement brought out
millions in the streets of the world before
the Iraq war in February 2003, the New
York Times called this massive organization one of the new super powers.
Faced with this power of public opinion,
the US war-makers moved aggressively to
disperse and disorganize the traditional forms
of protests, demonstrations and petitions
of the peace movement. Militarist fronts
such as the US Institute for Peace went
into full time operation to turn centers of
peace into areas for the study of counterterrorism. The interconnecting military
lobbies comprised of dictators in Saudi
Arabia and the Israeli lobby, along with
the neo-conservative forces of the Project
for a New American Century joined hands
with the corporate media to drive fear into
the hearts and minds of citizens over terror. Citizens were supposed to forget the
real day-to-day terror of unemployment,
foreclosure of homes and environmental
degradation.
While those who were looking for
messiahs were critiquing Barack Obama
and bemoaning the fact that there were no
longer huge demonstrations similar to the
February 2003 manifestations, they were
not fully appreciative of the new silent
but effective face of peace as it appeared
in numerous forms within the social media
platforms. Peace could not be separated from
health, environmental justice, anti- racism, or
the defense of same gender loving persons.
One of the places where the peace moveHorace is a Professor of African American
Studies and Political Science at Syracuse
University. He is the author of many books,
including his most recent, Barack Obama
and 21st Century Politics: A Revolutionary
Moment in the USA. He is a member of the
Syracuse Peace Council’s Advisory Committee.

ment was growing was inside the armed
forces. From time to time, there were flashes
of what was going on from groups such
as the Iraq Veterans Against the War. The
majority of the rank and file forces have no
appetite for wars in Afghanistan and one
of the major challenges is to intensify the
political education of citizens, especially so
called “whites,” so that they do not succumb
to the racism and jingoism of the racist,
homophobic and Islamophobic forces.

military superiority of the US. So called
“forward planners” are seeking to dumb
down the youth and turn them into mindless consumers and warriors. On this front,
the conservative media conglomerates are
reinforced by the video-game industry. The
Pentagon itself is using video games as a
recruiting tool. There is a new video game
in which youth are supposed to practice the
killing of Fidel Castro. In the words of Nick
Turse, “through video games, the military
and its partners in the academia and the
entertainment industry is creating an arm
of media culture geared toward preparing
young Americans for armed conflict.” The
Pentagon has joined forces with information technology behemoths while the intelligence services tapped into the business
model of Google to establish firms such
as In-Q-Tel. But the surreal nature of the
video game wars was juxtaposed with the
reality that hundreds of real soldiers were
committing suicide because of the crimes
they were witnessing and millions more
were suffering from mental disorders and
post-traumatic stress disorder.

WikiLeaks and the Double-Edged
Sword

WikiLeaks operates within a world of
computer technology where there are black
hats, white hats and gray hats. Hackers
for peace within the military itself have
constituted a new face for peace and
exposed to the world that there were hundreds of thousands of ordinary soldiers in
the US military who wanted to bring the
US military before the court of internaHorace Campbell speaks out in April 2010 against tional public opinion. Bradley Manning
robotic warfare and US imperialism at an SPCepitomized one of the hundreds of soldiers
led regional demonstration against drone use at
who are now the new faces of the peace
Hancock Airbase. Photo: Kristin Mosher
movement. These new faces of peace and
justice within the traditional military are
Robotization and the
making distinctions between the addicts
Militarization of Youth
of war and the psychopaths of the military
It is alarming that the mind control of contracting business on one side, and workyouth has gone beyond the popular media ing class youth who have been forced into
into the virtual world of video games to the military because of the depression.
robotize and militarize the psyche of young The information on Julian Assange (WikiLepersons, preparing them for perpetual aks founder) and Bradley Manning only
warfare. Whether in fiction or in forward served to expand the base for mobilizing
planning for military engagement in the active duty soldiers and sailors who represent
21st century, writers such as P.W. Singer the new faces of the peace movement. Even
are involved in the discussion of the period face with threats, the WikiLeaks exposure
when robots will do most manual work and
continued on next page
will be deployed for war to maintain the
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Challenges of the Peace Movement / from previous page
of the death squads and special forces meant that the faces of
peace were spreading and that a new stage had been reached.
The challenge was for the international faces of the peace movement to become such a force that they will bring
down the death squads and military contractors
along with the investment firms and banks that
want capitalism to continue regardless of the costs
for humans everywhere.

The Peace Movement and a Revolution
of Values

With the new strategy of creating a mercenary army
of military contractors, the financial oligarchy is
aware of the potentialities of a split in the regular
armed forces. The peace movement is being challenged to awaken to the new stage of struggle so
that the peace movement must struggle on many
fronts. The arrest of Julian Assange only served
to heighten the understanding of the need for
the democratization of information. Information
warfare had inspired its opposite, the appearance
of new forces for peace who were in the business
of exposing warfare.
As the Syracuse Peace Council celebrates its
75th anniversary, it is a moment to take stock of
the tactics and strategies that worked in the past
and the need for new strategies consistent with the demands for
a new internationalism in the 21st century. In the last century,
it was clear during the anti-Viet Nam war work that peace
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could not be separated from civil rights or the struggles for
environmental justice.The peace movement is being challenged
to awaken to the new stage of struggle so that the opposition
to the wars in Afghanistan, Iraq, Pakistan and the Philippines
will be informed by a clarity of the tasks of dismantling the
military/prison/industrial complex and take the lead in outlining the challenges of conversion to a green
economy.
As I argue in my book on Barack Obama
and 21st Century Politics, Obama inherited
the military infrastructure for permanent
war and it was naïveté on the part of some
in the peace movement that made them believe that he could, as president, change the
militaristic direction without the power of
a mobilized grassroots movement. I further
argue the case that a revolution would be
required to bring the Pentagon back under
democratic control. The book also calls on
progressive forces not to look to Obama
and his administration for answers but to a
remobilized progressive movement. I note
that the peace and justice movements need
to use as their reference the call of Martin
Luther King Jr. for a “revolution of values.”
In the past 75 years the Syracuse Peace
Council has been a beacon of light that exposed the real implications of permanent war
plans. In the next 75 years peace and justice
forces must organize against psychological warfare and mind
control so that we continue to create spaces for nonviolence
and peaceful change.

Persistent Peacemakers: SPC at 75
“In 1935, at a time when pacifists were
becoming increasingly concerned about
the drift towards war, a group had begun
meeting at The Tea Kettle, a basement
coffee shop on East Genesee Street in
downtown Syracuse. There they would
gather at a round table in the corner and
talk about war, and peace.”
– Against the Odds: The Story of
the Syracuse Peace Council, Ruth
Geller, 1986 (unpublished)
The story of the Syracuse Peace Council—
the oldest local peace organization in the
US—is a story of movements, of people,
of the Syracuse community. It is a story
of peace and war, and of global solidarity
at the grassroots.
Located in Central NY, we have been
uniquely positioned to learn from the
Haudenosaunee and the early movements
of the abolitionists and the suffragists.
Over the years, SPC activists have also
travelled to Colombia, Cuba, El Salvador,
Haiti, Hiroshima, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Mexico,
Palestine, South Africa, Venezuela and
elsewhere, listening to people’s stories of
struggle, joy and resistance. In remembering and telling our story, we participate in
and contribute to this global conversation
on social justice and social change.
What we have assembled here is in no
way a summary or representative sample
of SPC’s history. We offer snapshots,
highlighting the breadth and depth of our
work. But so much is missing.
What struck us most deeply, is the
incredible passion and commitment of
so many people who worked through the
Peace Council. SPC has truly served as a
gathering place to amplify the voices and
actions of individuals into movements.
We urge readers to peruse the previous
three historic PNL’s at www.peacecouncil.
net/history/pnls.htm, which have a more
detailed history. Contact SPC to host a
viewing and discussion of the SPC documentary in your neighborhood or classroom.
In this time of upheaval and global
uncertainties, let us gather to celebrate and
learn from the resiliency of our Syracuse
Peace Council.
– Jessica Maxwell
Compiled by Joe Marusa, Jessica Maxwell,
Donna Mühs-McCarten, Amelia RamseyLefevre, and Sara Watrous.

1936-1940

1941-1950
some of the people: Adelaide
Webster, M. Leslie West, Jean Whitney...
Issues in the PNL: WWII, refugee
support, conscientious objection, civil
liberties, hunger, poverty, atomic bomb
tactics: material aid, speakers,
statewide organizing, conferences,
lobbying Congress, forums, pamphlets
Were you there?: SPC organizes
yearly “Institutes” in conjuction with
the American Friends Service Committee and the NYS Peace Council from
1940-1968 that are attended by activists from around the state and beyond.

Staffing booths at the State Fair was a major
outreach effort in the early years. Photo: SPC
Archive

some of the people: Emily
Eaton, Horace Eaton, Florence Fowler,
Luther Wesley Smith, Mildred Whitney,
Morton Adkins, Norman Whitney...
Issues in the PNL: nonviolence,
WWII prevention, conscientious objection, Peace Bonds
tactics: conferences, weekly radio
program, speakers, pamphlets
Were you there?: Early activists diligently staff tables at the New
York State Fair.

did you know?
1946: Swarthmore College requests
a complete file of Peace Newsletters
for their historical library. To this day,
Swarthmore maintains a peace collection in their library.
Quotable: “America is scanning
the headlines; listening to the broadcasts; laying odds on when ‘it will be
over’... demobilization is a campaign
issue. But it is tragically significant
that no one is talking about peace.”
September 1944 PNL
The Syracuse Peace Council is, “One of
the outstanding world relief agencies.”
The Syracuse Post-Standard, 1947

Did you know?
1935: The National Campaign for the
Prevention of War begins its Peace Bond
Campaign—Syracuse and SPC will go
on to sell the second largest number of
bonds of any city in the country
1936: SPC weekly radio show begins
1937: SPC sets up an office in the Hills
building in downtown Syracuse
Quotable: “Remember, there is no
hope for world peace other than on the
basis of peace education and organization that is done in local communities.”
Norman Whitney

Jean Young of the Friends Meeting, Emil S.
Evertz, of the German-American Relief Society,
and Ray Fuller of the Peace Council, prepare
clothing for shipment to Germany in 1947.
Photo: Post-Standard
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Persistent Peacemakers: 75 Year
1951-1960

1961-1970
some of the people: Norman
Balabanian, Sam Feld, Bill Griffen,
Angus MacDonald, Raj Nanavati...

1971-1980

Issues in the PNL: Viet Nam,
Prison Solidarity, Draft Resistance,
Nuclear Power/People’s Energy, Labor
Rights, Native American Sovereignty,

Some members of the Peace Council Executive
Committee at the 20th SPC birthday dinner in
1956. Photo: SPC Archives

some of the people: Lena Gray,
Alan Peabody, Adelaide Webster, M.
Leslie West, Norman Whitney...
Issues in the PNL: Nuclear Disarmament, Korea, S. Africa, US-USSR
relations, Famine, Poverty, the UN
tactics: education, speakers, statements, regional and state-wide organizing
Were you there?: SPC’s 20th
birthday dinner features greetings
from around the world, including a
Japanese journalist: “My experiences
with your Peace Council have been a
great help in explaining America is not
necessarily a war mongering country
before Japanese people.”

tactics: neighborhood groups, bus
trips, street outreach/canvassing, direct
action, large demonstrations, press conferences, film showings, peace mobile
Were you there?: In 1970 over
4,000 people gather in downtown Syracuse to protest the Viet Nam war—the
largest local antiwar demonstration
to date.
did you know?
1970: 2500 people picket in downtown
Syracuse to obstruct the Syracuse Induction Center in opposition to the draft
Quotable: “Although the Peace
Council is primarily devoted to the
cause of peace, it realizes peace cannot
be achieved while a significant minority of our citizens must endure racial
oppression.” SPC Statement on Race
Relations in Syracuse
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some of the people: John Brule,
Sally Brule, Dik Cool, Pat Durgin, David Easter, Barb Kobritz, Lois Levitan,
Glenda Neff, Jean Whitney...
Issues in the PNL: Viet Nam, Prison
Solidarity, Draft Resistance, Nuclear
Power, Native American Sovereignty,
3rd World Liberation Movements
tactics: neighborhood groups, bus
trips, street outreach/canvassing, direct
action, large demonstrations, press
conferences, weekly film showings
Were you there?: Peace Council
activists greet Henry Kissinger at SU
in 1977 with a “War Criminal” banner.

did you know?
1951: July PNL announces that the PNL
will now serve the NYS Peace Council
as well as the Syracuse Peace Council
1959: PNL annual subscription price
increases from $.50 to $1
Quotable: “For 20 years the SPC
has set an example of leadership at
the community level...It has not only
succeeded in making the peace-minded
citizens of Syracuse articulate, but by
example and active guidance has helped
other communities throughout the
State...to undertake similar programs.”
M. Lesley West (an SPC founder)

SPC was heavily involved in organizing against
the construction of nuclear reactors in the
1970s and early 1980s. Photo: SPC Archives

DID YOU KNOW?
1971: 1st Plowshares Craftsfair is held
at Plymouth Church and raises $376
1972: IRS revokes SPC’s tax exempt
status; SPC moves to Burnet Ave.; SPC
activists distribute over 100,000 leaflets
door to door in Onondaga County

Largest local demonstration against the Viet
Nam war in May of 1970. Photos: Paul Pearce

Quotable: “I’d go on my hands and
knees if it would stop this stupid war!”
70 year-old Lillian Reiner responds to
reporter who asked if she’d risk arrest
in DC again after being inside the jail

rs of the Syracuse Peace Council
1991-2000
1981-1990

2001-2010

some of the people: Kathy Barry,
Brian Caufield, Brian Dominick, Karen
Hall, Duane Hardy, Howie Hawkins,
Tim Judson, Elana Levy, Bill Mazza,
Andy Molloy, Beth Mosley, Paul Pearce,
Jolie Christine Rickman, Val Singer...
Issues in the PNL: Nuclear Power,
Yugoslavia, Kosovo, Iraq (End the Sanctions), Gulf War, Somalia, Cooperative
Economics, Death Penalty, School of
the Americas Watch, Animal Rights

When Alexander Haig spoke at SU’s 1981
commencement, activists organized a
dramatic re-enactment of the four nuns killed
by US-trained Salvadoran military. The photo
appeared around the world. Photo: SPC
Archives

some of the people: Carol Baum,
Karen Beetle, Brent Bleier, Kath Buffington, Ed Griffin-Nolan, Pat Hoffman,
Karen Kerney, Corinne Kinane, Andy
Mager, Liam Mahoney, Marge Rusk,
William Sunderlin, Diane Swords, Gary
Weinstein, Rich Zalewski...
Issues in the PNL : Nuclear
Weapons, Energy, Draft Resistance,
Gender, Cooperative Economics,
Alternative Media, Contra War, El
Salvador, South Africa
tactics: street theater (ladies against
women), puppets, delegations, direct
action, building alternative institutions
Were you there?: In 1983, over
12,000 women come to the Seneca
Women’s Encampment for Future of
Peace and Justice. SPC provides support.

tactics: street theater, demonstrations, education, lobbying Congress,
info tables, speakers, film showings
Were you there?: On September
25, 1993, SPC activists join in coalition with others to organize a massive
counter presence to a neo-nazi gathering
in nearby Auburn.
did you know?
The New Leaf (newsletter of the Syracuse
Real Food Cooperative) is sometimes
published inside the PNL (see October
1993 issue for an example); Howie
Hawkins writes a regular PNL column
on cooperative economics
Quotable: “It isn’t radical to resettle
a refugee; What’s radical is to listen
to a refugee.” Pinyoun, local activist
writing for the PNL on refugee issues
Many local youth were involved in marches
and demonstrations against the US-led NATO
bombing of Serbia. Photo: SPC Archives

SPC organized a regional demonstration with
Iraq Veterans Against the War in 2007—the
largest since Viet Nam. Photo: Chris Sauter

some of the people: Jessica
Azulay, Magda Bayoumi, Ed Kinane,
Rae Kramer, Jessica Maxwell, Kimberley McCoy, Carole Resnick, Ursula
Rozum, Ann Tiffany, Richard Vallejo,
Rose Viviano, Aly Wane...
Issues in the PNL: Afghanistan,
Iraq, Palestine, Colombia, Onondaga
Land Rights, Hydrofracking, Civil
Liberties, Globalization, Reaper Drones
tactics: national marches, street
corner Peace Outreach, raging grannies
and radical cheerleaders, civil disobedience, info tables, marches, education
Were you there?: In 2002 four
marches converge in downtown Syracuse
for a 1,000-person rally against war on
Iraq. SPC sends six buses to the Feb.
2003 NYC peace rally—the biggest day
of global demonstrations ever.

did you know?
1982: SPC activists form the Syracuse
Cultural Workers

did you know?
2008: SPC moves to E. Genesee St.
2010: over 75 people donate their time
for our 40th Plowshares Craftsfair,
which raises $25,000

Quotable: “As important as any
‘vision of peace’ we hold, we need
a vision of organization, a vision of
development and a vision of power.”
Gary Weinstein

Quotable: “Considering alternatives to capitalism is the second most
dangerous undertaking in the world.
The most dangerous is to do nothing.”
Angus MacDonald
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The Importance of Celebrating
Progressive Holidays
The commercial and governmental powers that establish our
difference and, by inference,
will continue to
cultural “norms” clearly understand the importance of annido so.
versaries. The commemorations of 9/11, for example, provide
This is the narrative of
people’s history, of
the government many opportunities to: promote the “war on
which anniversaries and birthdays
are a central component. A
terror”; pump up flagging support for unpopular wars; portray
basic premise of people’s history
is the importance of telling
the US as a victim of a groundless attack; explain world-wide
our own stories rather than relying on a commercial media
dislike of the US as jealousy of “American exceptionalism.”
whose agenda is usually aligned
with power and wealth.
In other words, anniversaries are a conAnniversaries can
text for subtle propagandizing of values and
also provide an opportuideas. As progressives we must use this same This is the narrative of people’s
nity for reflection and renewal
technique to legitimize and institutionalize history, of which anniversaries and
within an organization or
our values and ideas. We do this in two ways.
The recent 25th
birthdays are a central component. movement.
First, by re-interpreting “their” anniversaries,
anniversary celebration by the
such as 1492. Rather than Columbus and “the A basic premise...is the importance Syracuse Community Choir
Niña, the Pinta and the Santa Maria,” we have
was a rich, inspiring blend of
of telling our own stories....
a recognition that the Americas were home
history and forward motion.
to millions of people before the European
One of my most memoconquest and genocide. We turn Columbus Day around and
rable experiences with progressive anniversaries involved the
call it Indigenous People’s Day.
1994 Peace Calendar and the 25th anniversary of the Stonewall
The second technique is to celebrate progressive anniverRebellion. The June Calendar artwork by Harry Freemansaries such as International Women’s Day, May Day and Gay
Jones honored Stonewall and sometime in the Fall of 1993 I
Pride Day by loudly and proudly proclaiming the importance
answered a phone call to the sound of a woman sobbing. For
of these days, while educating about the values, stories and
several moments all she could say was “you remembered…
peoples related to them. In this way we show that the struggles
you remembered…you remembered!”
of everyday working peoples are remembered and have made a
-Dik Cool

with New Poster!

Syracuse resident Rev. LeRoy Wright
(mugshot below) is featured on poster.
TM

Susan S. Hansen, Registered Principal, CFP, CLU, AIF ©, AEP

focused holistic planning | socially responsible investing

Better investing

=

Better tomorrows
call or email us today

315 – 6 37– 5153

8 0 0 –318 –978 0

THE 1961 FREEDOM RIDERS – over 400 mostly young
African Americans and whites – played a pivotal role in the
Civil Rights Movement (1954-68). Defying brutal attacks,
the Riders used nonviolent tactics to desegregate dozens of
bus depots, train stations and airports from Virginia to Texas.
• 328 mugshots with names on front
• Contemporary photos, quotes, info, alphabetical list on back

7067 E Genessee Street Fayetteville, NY 13066

w w w. h a n s e n s a d v i s o r y. c o m
i n f o @ h a n s e n s a d v i s o r y. c o m
S e c u r i t i e s o f f e r e d t h r o u g h C a d a r et , G r a n t & C o . , I n c . , m e m b e r F I N R A /S I P C ;

H a n s e n’ s A d v i s o r y S e r v i c e s a n d C a d a r et , G r a n t a r e s e p a r a t e e n t i t i e s .
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P678CW, 18x26.5". $15, 5+ @ $9.

C
VISA/M
ver
Disco

400 Lodi St. at N. Crouse
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Free
parking
315.474.1132

Union members always 10% discount.

SyracuseCulturalWorkersStore

SCW Is Celebrating

50th Anniversary of Freedom Riders

“Strategy” Ain’t All It’s Cracked Up To Be
Ed Kinane
All warfare is based on deception. Hence
when able to attack, we must seem unable;
when using our forces, we must seem inactive; when we are near, we must make the
enemy believe that we are away; when far
away, we must make him believe we are
near. Hold out baits to entice the enemy.
Feign disorder, and crush him.
– Sun Szu, The Art of War
With deft brushstrokes Sun Szu, writing 500
years before Christ, distills the essence of
strategy. His words appear on the first page
of military historian B.H. Liddell Hart’s
own summing up, Strategy (2nd edition,
1967). West Point cadets study both Sun
Szu and Liddell Hart.
Activists sometimes chide each other
for not “thinking strategically” – by which I
suppose we mean we’re not looking beyond
the horizon, we’re not planning for three or
five years down the pike. Often “strategy”
is an inflated way of referring to tactics – a
more modest concept having to do with the
near future and with limited goals.
Within the movement, “strategy” enjoys
a kind of cachet, a kind of borrowed glory.
But I’m skeptical of its value or relevance.
Let me explain.
The word comes from the Greek, strategos, the leader of an army. My American
Heritage dictionary defines “strategy” as
“the science or art of military command
as applied to the overall planning and
conduct of large-scale combat operations”
[italics added].
Other definitions of “strategy” all
derive from this core sense. “Strategy” is
standard corporate jargon; it’s even become
standard jargon in our movement. Often,
losing sight of the origin and essence of the
word, we use “strategy” as a synonym for
such useful things as planning, goal-setting,
coordinating and coalition building.
These activities are themselves perfectly
valid, indeed essential. But why not call
them what they are. These more prosaic,
but more accurate, words don’t need to be
Ed works with others across upstate New
York trying to raise public consciousness
about the murderous Reaper drone robots
maintained at nearby Hancock air base.
Reach him at edkinane@verizon.net

Is it useful for progressive activists to talk about strategy and enemies? Or can we imagine a more
appropriate language that reflects our issues and values? Ed Kinane challenges us to consider the
language of strategy. Cartoon: Stephanie McMillan

prinked up as “strategy.”
Confucius, Sun Szu’s contemporary,
taught that to reform society we must
reform our thinking – and to do that, we
must reform our language. Therefore,
Confucius taught, we need to call things
by their real names.
Let’s be wary when we find ourselves
parroting military or business jargon. Let’s
be wary when such terminology infiltrates
our language. After all, language is not
without its influence on thought…and
action. The lingo of war and greed can
hardly foster cooperation and social justice.
Let’s review that dictionary definition.
No need here, I hope, to say anything
more about military or combat. So let’s
consider command. Command calls for
hierarchy, for centralized and top-down
directives, for concentrating power. Is
that really how we want our movement
to operate?
Further, strategy is large-scale. Most
grassroots activism is anything but largescale. Given the sheer size of the Pentagon
and the imperium, we might wish we were
operating on a larger scale, but we aren’t.
Let’s not forget the drawbacks of
large-scale: de-personalization and the lack
of consensus, accountability, and respect
for sentient life. Small is beautiful, big is
problematic.
Am I arguing against mass movements?
Hell no. But I question whether such motors of history emerge through “strategy.”
Yet another element in the definition
is overall planning. Overall planning (in
contrast to mere planning) assumes that
the planners can direct everybody involved
and that they have a grip on what’s coming
next. In this fast moving, complex world,
even Pentagon strategists tend to be clueless
about the future. The Pentagon certainly
wasn’t able to predict what the US military

was in for when it invaded such “weak”
nations as Viet Nam, Iraq…or Afghanistan.
For all its glamour, strategy – at least
the US version – has a dismal track record.
It’s a failed tool. For better or worse, much
of the Pentagon’s strategic thinking involves
deploying overwhelming force to make
sure the “playing field” is anything but
even. It involves throwing vast amounts
of taxpayer money at preparing for every
contingency. But that is a luxury few others, especially oppositional movements,
can afford.
Strategy requires having some control
over one’s field of operation. Like it or not,
activists don’t set conditions: we respond
to conditions. And those conditions keep
changing. Our work happens, not where we
“call the shots,” but – so to speak – where
we are being shot at.
Such work is mostly reactive, a response
to the onslaughts and injustices of those far
more powerful than ourselves. Sometimes
we’re not reactive—for example, when we
build alternative institutions or communities.
But this proactive work calls for marrying
values with planning. It’s not “strategy.”
Strategy requires resources. In its core
sense, strategy now demands immense
resources. The Pentagon employs millions
and spends trillions. Our groups, by contrast, are understaffed; our few staff work
overtime to generate their own salaries
and rent. Although some of us bandy the
word about, being “strategic” may well be
a mode of operation beyond our dreams.
And strategy should be beyond our
dreams. We have no business being strategic.
Strategy too often seeks wealth and power.
Being in a position to strategize tends to

continued on next page
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deception (recall Bush’s “bringing democracy to the Middle
East”).
So, let us not pine for
the tinsel fruit of strategy.
Let us focus on democratic
process and developing
our consciousness and
our humane values. Let us
avoid Gandhi’s seven social
sins.* Let us reduce our
own addictions, distractions
and co-optations. Let us be
open to risk and sacrifice.
And let us develop an everdeepening empathy, an
A coherent strategy may not be the strength of our movements. But that may not be a weakness either, if we engage
ever-broadening solidarity.
in action consistent with our values. Cartoon: Stephanie McMillan
If we can’t see the light
at
the
end
of
the
tunnel,
still
let
us
“do
what
we can with what
be co-opting. Consider the Democratic Party. Once believed
we have where we are.” Let us keep the flame of faithfulness
by some to be the party of the people, it’s big enough and rich
burning bright.
enough and corrupt enough to be…strategic.
Dorothy Day, co-founder of the Catholic Worker movement,
contrasted faithfulness and effectiveness. We can argue over
*Gandhi’s seven social sins:
which should get priority, or about what the ratio between them
Politics without principle
should be. About this, seasoned activists can properly differ.
Wealth without work
Those of us committed to nonviolence, however, while
Pleasure without conscience
valuing effectiveness, often favor faithfulness. If we are true
Knowledge without character
to ourselves and to each other, effectiveness may well result.
Commerce without morality
As Gandhi taught, nonviolence requires that means be
Science without humanity
consistent with ends. Strategy, insofar as it relies on hierarchy
Worship without sacrifice
and force, is a stranger to consistent means and ends—especially
[Young India, 22 Oct. 1925]
when those ends are clothed, as they tend to be, in strategic

Strategy Ain’t All it’s Cracked up to be / from previous page

Upcoming Shows at May Memorial UU Society . . .

Parkington Sisters

Lissa Schneckenburger

David Wilcox

Jan. 7 / Five sisters, five-part harmonies,
violin, viola, cello, and more!

Feb. 18 / Charming New England fiddle
stylings wrapped around original and
traditional materal.

May 6 / Velvet vocals and famously lush
guitar tones, serving gorgeous, optimistic
compositions. A major star of the singersongwriter circuit!

Garnet Rogers
Jan. 21 / A unique mix of instrumental
prowess, commanding male vocals, powerful song writing, and charisma.

Dala
Feb. 4 / Infectious acoustic pop from the
Canadian Folk Music Awards 2010
Vocal Group of the Year.

Mar. 4 / Artist T.B.A.

James Keelaghan
Apr. 1 / The songwriter’s songwriter . . .
author of “Cold Missouri Waters” and
many more classics.

Paul Geremia

Red Molly
May 20 / Hot old-timey instruments and
three-part harmonies on a mix of new
and Appalachia-style material!
All shows above start at 8 p.m.
Full details at www.folkus.org

Apr. 15 / He’s back! Our favorite fingerpicking, Delta-style bluesman returns!.

Folkus
The

Project of Central New York

great acoustic music pure and unpasteurized
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Also, Second Saturday Series at
the Westcott Community Center:
Loren Barrigar (Jan. 8), Larry
Hoyt (Feb. 12), Tony Trischka
(Mar. 12), Eve Goldberg (Apr.
9), Shannon Wurst (May 14)
Words and Music Songwriter Series at Jazz Central: Mike
Powell (Jan. 29), Michael
Gordon (Feb. 19), Ashley CoxSullivan (Mar. 24), Dusty
Pas’cal & Tom Stahl (Apr. 30)

People in the Movement: SPC Activist Profiles
A Force in the Community: Jerry Berrigan

Saving the World: Ursula Rozum

Jerry Berrigan was born and raised in the Syracuse area and
taught writing at Onondaga Community College. He became
interested seriously in the peace movement after his brother
Phillip and others poured napalm on draft files in 1967. He
subscribed to SPC’s newsletter and has continued to be active
with SPC and a force in the larger community ever since.

This past December, Ursula Rozum, became the fourth staff
member of the Syracuse Peace Council. This energetic, young
activist was hired as the new People Power Organizer. I sat
down with Ursula during her first week as an SPC staff member to discuss her motivations and goals for the new position.
Ursula grew up on Syracuse’s northside and was politically
influenced
from a young age by her Polish parents who moved to
How did you get involved with the SPC?
Syracuse in 1982. She recalls hearing stories
My family was always oriented to activism
about her Polish grandparents who resisted
and causes during my formative years. I was
the German occupation during World War
influenced by the examples, the community and
II and about her parents who were active
the larger area of scope that the SPC presented
in the “Solidarity” trade union movement.
and I was naturally drawn to it.
Her education at Bishop Ludden, a
What continues to motivate you today?
Syracuse Catholic High School, helped her
Taken into account the times and state of the
to recognize the injustices that exist in the
culture which is militarized I find much of
world while also cementing in her the moral
the times and culture repellent, needful and
belief that the suffering of others is wrong.
worthy of correction and being turned in
Ursula earned an undera different scope of emphasis.
graduate degree in International
Relations and Latin American
What or who has inspired you?
Literature from McGill University
I am deeply fortunate and might even say
in Montreal. Her time in college
blessed, to being related to two immortal
led her to a life-long goal, “to
brothers, Dan and Phil Berrigan.
help poor people and save the
What do you feel are some of the challenges
world,” although she wasn’t exduring your years as a peace activist?
actly sure how she might do it.
Well, I have been arrested a number of
During her time at McGill, she
times. In years past we would commit
spent a semester in Cuba where
once a month to travel to the Rome Air
she witnessed the very real ways
Base which was the site at that time of the
in which US foreign policy affects
B-52’s laden with atomic bombs ready at
the everyday lives of people. Since
a moment’s notice to fly to Moscow and Top: Jerry Berrigan was arrested at a local antiwar action in
graduating, Ursula has also spent
proceed to end the world. So our group March 2008. Photo: Mike Greenlar. Bottom: Ursula Rozum
time in Mexico and Colombia.
staffs
the
SPC
info
table
at
Plowshares.
Photo:
Kanat
Bolazar
would, whether small or large, walk over
After college, Ursula lived
the line and submit to arrest as a way of
briefly
in
Ithaca
where
she
was
active
in Recycle Ithaca’s Bidramatizing and speaking our cause and beliefs.
cycles. When she moved back to Syracuse in 2008, a Google
What do you feel have been some of the successes of your
search led her to SPC’s Bikes 4 Peace program and she became
work as a peace activist?
active in this and several other SPC projects. In the fall of 2009,
The very existence of the SPC is a mark of success in our
she joined the SPC steering committee. In July, she completed
times and in our culture. And to have a vibrant active group
a year as an Americorps VISTA with the Cooperative Federal
of people such as the members of the SPC year after year be
Credit Union and she recently acted as the Upstate Coordinator
in the forefront of reviving and reminding the community as
for the Green Party Hawkins for Governor Campaign.
well as the larger culture that the emphasis of this nation on war
Now as the People Power Organizer, Ursula is thinking
after war after war is negative and inhuman and self defeating.
up new ways to actively engage people in the work of SPC.
One task at hand is to implement a new membership program
What do you feel is the call to action for you today?
that she believes will lead to a way for SPC to have a clearer,
I find myself nearly at the advanced age of 91 years and I
stronger voice in the community. She would also like to see
find a certain limitation on any activism that I might formerly
SPC engage in more spontaneous actions and reactions to
have chosen to involve myself in. Two people in leadership
international, national and local issues. Ursula’s outgoing, suproles played by Ed Kinane and Ann Tiffany have encouraged
portive and enthusiastic attitude will help her find new ways
me through the past weeks to join in at the NYS Airbase-Air
for people to connect to SPC’s projects and programs. “We
National Guard to vigil against the reality of the drones—those
already know there is a majority of people who agree that war
fearful aircraft currently being applied by the militarists in this
is wrong,” she says. She will help SPC create new spaces and
nation to subjugate and murder many, many civilian people as
visions for people to help make the changes we need.
innocent as you and I.
– Donna Mühs-McCarten

– Kimberley McCoy
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OnOndaga Land Rights & Our Common Future II

CLOsing CeLebRatiOn &
CuLtuRaL
shaRing
Featuring the
haudenosaunee
singers & dancers

Tues., February 22, 7 pm, Onondaga Nation School
Information, 472-5478 or see peacecouncil.net/noon

Free Admission

DID YOU KNOW?
Transfer your balance to the new

Cooperative Federal Credit Card.
Rates as low as

7

.20%APR*

. No Balance Transfer Fees
. No Annual Fees
. No Gimmicks
Call 473-0242

Keep the convenience, lose the Big Bank,
and help your credit union invest in Syracuse.

Cooperative Federal
.

www.coopfed.org Federally insured by NCUA

Advertisements in the
Peace Newsletter reach
thousands of readers in
Central NY every month.
Email pnl@peacecouncil.net
or contact Jessica at 472-5478
to place an ad.
Please support PNL advertisers.
Support those who support the
movement!!

*Annual Percentage Rate. Rates are based on credit score, payment
method, length of loan, downpayment and collateral value.
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SPC in Action / from page 4
Mark your calendar for Tuesday, February 22 at 7 pm at the
Onondaga Nation School, Rt. 11A, Onondaga Nation Territory.
NOON organized a Thanksgiving Day Circle of Peace
and Hope at Onondaga Lake. In addition to the 35 people who
turned out, a large flock of geese made an appearance as well.
In mid-November NOON’s semi-annual gathering with
Onondaga Nation leaders provided an opportunity to strengthen
connections and share ideas. Our Onondaga friends again
highlighted their concerns about hydrofracking. NOON applauds Gov. Patterson’s executive order for a temporary ban
on horizontal hydrofracking. Thanks to the work of thousands
of people across New York State and beyond we have won this
temporary victory, but must continue working for a complete
ban. We have updated and reprinted the hydrofracking section
from the June PNL. Copies are available at the office or online
at peacecouncil.net/noon. Contact Andy.

Paying the Bills

SPC is delighted to have Ursula Rozum join our staff. We’re
confident that her energy focused on building SPC’s peoplepower resources will help SPC grow. But our budget also
needs to grow. With that in mind, please consider a donation
if you haven’t yet responded to the fall fund appeal. We’re
also launching a 75 for 75 Campaign to recruit a total of 75
monthly or quarterly pledgers to support SPC in a consistent
way. (This would be an ambitious 75% increase in pledgers
over the coming year). SPC’s fundraising/development committee would welcome some new blood too! Contact Andy.

Five Syracusans – Herm Bieling, Chris Jamison, Ed Kinane, Rae Kramer
and Ann Tiffany – were part of an anti-war demonstration on December
16 in front of the White House. The activists, organized by Veterans for
Peace, demanded that the President and our nation take to heart the
message “Peace on Earth, Goodwill to All” and end the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan. Chris, Ed, Rae and Ann were arrested with 127 others. Ed is
just to the left of the “How is the War Economy Working for You?” sign.
Photo: Ellen Rachel Davidson.

First Amendment-2; Local D.A.-0

On December 3, 2010, before County Court Judge Anthony
Aloi, local attorney Joe Heath successfully defended Ed Kinane
against the District Attorney’s appeal of an earlier decision in
Geddes Town Court. Judge Aloi, ruling against the D.A., found
that Judge John Kinsella—back in December 2008—properly
dismissed the D.A.’s trespass and disorderly conduct charges
against Ed.
Background: On Labor Day 2008 SPC activist Rae Kramer
was leading the hooded and silent Ed (in orange jumpsuit and
shackles) around the NY State Fair. A sign on Ed’s chest read
“CLOSE GUANTANAMO.” After 30 or 40 minutes they were
accosted by state troopers. The troopers were acting on a complaint by one of the many military recruiters trolling the fair.
Clear that his First Amendment free speech was being
violated, Ed quietly refused the troopers’ (illegitimate) order
to desist and disrobe. He was brusquely arrested and bundled
off to a Geddes justice of the peace. Refusing to pay $1500
bail, Ed spent the next week in jail.
Meanwhile, the 170+ Guantanamo captives—despite
President Obama’s inaugural pledge to close that notorious
prison within a year—endure their eight-year ordeal. As they
do each year, for eleven days beginning January 11, Ed and
other Close Guantanamo activists will fast and do direct actions
in DC in solidarity with those violated and forsaken men (see
WitnessTorture.org).
– Ed Kinane
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